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Fitting functions
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Linear regression

Input:

Linear regression model:

Observations:



  

Example



  

Example
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Linear regression
Find parameter vector                                    that minimizes

Matrix notation:



  

Linear regression

Minimum found at:



  

Linear regression

The predicted values at the training points are

is called the “hat” matrix



  



  

Linear basis function models

Models so far linear in both parameters      and input variables

More flexible models:

are basis functions:  non-linear, smooth functions of  



  

Example: cosines (1D)



  

Example: cosines (2D)



  

Example: B-splines (1D)



  

Linear basis function models

Minimize:

Non-linear in input variables, but still linear in parameters!

Solution (set gradient to zero):

Predicted values at training points:



  

Linear basis function models



  

Regularization

Minimize:

       is a                 positive-
semidefinite matrix that 
penalizes certain

Solution (set gradient to zero):

      effective degrees of freedom 

Predicted values at training points:

      effective degrees of freedom 

number of parameters 



  

Meaning of                            

®Christopher M. Bishop: Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning 



  
®Christopher M. Bishop: Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning 

Meaning of                            



  

”buzzGroup_questions.pdf” 
in DTU Learn 
(https://learn.inside.dtu.dk)



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Cubic smoothing spline

So far, imposed smoothness by limiting models to be linear 
combinations of smooth basis functions

What happens if we don't impose such structure, but simply
look for the function           that minimizes  

?  (1D)



  

Cubic smoothing spline

So far, imposed smoothness by limiting models to be linear 
combinations of smooth basis functions

What happens if we don't impose such structure, but simply
look for the function           that minimizes  

It can be shown to have the structure 

?  (1D)

!



  

for equidistantly placed input points     , these 
are the uniform cubic B-spline basis functions
encountered before

Cubic smoothing spline
can be shown to be so-called cubic B-spline 
basis functions   

?

!



  

Cubic smoothing spline
Plugging                                    

into                                                        ,

we have to minimize

contains the basis  functions



  

Cubic smoothing spline
We've seen this before!                                    

Predicted values at training points:

Effective degrees of freedom,            , depends on 



  

Cubic smoothing spline



  

Cubic smoothing spline

: spline passes exactly through measurements



  

Cubic smoothing spline

: spline smooths measurements



  

Thin plate spline

Generalization of cubic smoothing spline to 2D and 3D 

Find function          that minimizes 

with 

e.g., in 2D:  



  

Thin plate spline

Can be shown to be of the form 

with (2D) 

(3D) 



  

Thin plate spline

Plugging 

into 

yields minimization problem of the form (see course notes): 

s.t. 

Solution (see course notes): 



  

Thin plate spline
Predicted values at training points:

             “smoother matrix”         is the first        columns of  

Effective degrees of freedom is again 

: spline passes exactly through measurements
      (“thin plate spline”)



  

Application: MR bias field

 1.5 Tesla 
scanner

3 Tesla 
scanner

7 Tesla 
scanner



  

Abdominal MR slice



  

Same tissue (fat) pixels



  

Bias and corrected image

 Thin plate 
spline
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